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A comprehensive
range of spare

and wear parts for



Requip Supplies can
offer a comprehensive
range of spare parts from
our extensive stocks for
impact, jaw and cone
crushers. We also supply a
wide range of spares for
screening and asphalt plant.

IMPACT CRUSHERS 
Blow bars, hammers, impact plates,
liner plates, bearing housings,
replacement rotors, replacement impact
aprons, front locking pieces, springs
and bolts. 

Blow bars supplied in material grades
to suit all applications and material
profiles from primary crushing to
recycling, grades include:

Manganese Steel, Martensitic low alloy
steel, High Chrome IRON 24 / 28%,
Martensitic low alloy steel with ceramic
inserts.

JAW CRUSHERS
Jaws, wedges, liner plates, bolts &
nuts, toggle plates, seats and frames,
drawback rods, springs, pivot blocks
and bearings. A full range of hydraulic
spares and drive couplings, feeder
grids, replacement grizzly bars, vibrator
unit components, conveyor drums,
replacement rollers, couplings and drive
belts.

Quality spare parts for
crushing, screening & asphalt plants

CONE CRUSHERS
Replacement mantles, liners and torch
rings, bronze bushings and socket
liners. Full range of hydraulic spares,
oil seals and retainers.

SCREENING PLANT 
Eccentric shafts, labyrinths, bearings
and specialist bolts. Cross members and
mainframes. Cloth clamp plates, camber
bars, feed and discharge trays.

ASPHALT PLANT
We are able to offer a large range of
spare parts for asphalt plant, generally
only associated with the equipment
manufacturer. In addition to the standard
range of mixer wear parts we also offer
dryer feed and discharge rings, support
and thrust rollers, end seals and
bearings. 

To support these items we are able to
supply a comprehensive range of burner
spares, including complete nozzle
assembles, swirl plates, replacement
casings and fans, tips, plugs, photocells
and actuator motors. 

To further compliment our range we can
supply various mixer and elevator shafts,
traction wheels and segments, chains
and buckets and a variety of quality
spares to suit screens and ancillary
equipment. 

WE CAN SUPPLY THE  RIGHT PARTS FOR YOUR APPLICATION


